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Abstract— This paper presents a compact multiband planar antenna
designed for mobile phone applications. The antenna performance is
achieved by designing a planar monopole antenna into distributed
radiating elements. The proposed antenna is comprised of a chopped
circular radiator appended with a meander line and an L-strip coupled
element which is an extension of the ground plane. The combination
of a chopped circular patch and L-shaped coupling strip residing on
the top side generates lower band while upper band resonances are
attained separately by chopped circular resonator and meander line
elements. The antenna shows a planar structure which occupies an
area of 17.6 × 56 mm and can be directly printed onto a circuit board
at low cost making it especially suitable for mobile phone
applications. The manufactured antenna is experimentally verified
and covers several wireless communication bands, namely, LTE 750,
GSM 850, GSM 900, DCS, UMTS-2110, Bluetooth, WLAN,
WiMAX and UWB. The high frequency structure simulation (HFSS)
is employed to design and analyze the antenna performance, and a
practical structure was fabricated and tested. The measured and
simulated return loss show good agreement.
Index Terms—multiband planar antenna,
communication bands, mobile phone.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

he remarkable progress in mobile communication systems
has proportionally led to the advancement of antenna
systems in the recent decade. The typical mobile
communication system has rapidly evolved, emerging from
analog systems to systems fully capable of multimedia
transmission. On the other hand the rapid evolution has also
come forward as an advancement in hand held mobile devices.
Besides keeping the appearances of these devices attractive,
devices must also be small in dimension i.e., not only in the
plane parallel to the screen but also in the thickness to be
competitive in the market. Attractiveness in appearance had
greatly influenced prevailing internal antenna over external
antenna, which are completely concealed in a mobile phone
[1], [2]. There has been a huge trend of equipping the mobile
devices with more components adding more functionality
while reducing the size and thickness. Thus size of mobile
devices has been consistently decreasing, making it slimmer
and smaller with respect to space for an antenna, which is
making a bit more challenging for antenna designers to meet
such limitations.
Current trend in multi-band antenna designs used in mobile
devices can be categorized into three types: slot-type antennas,
monopole antennas and planar inverted-F antennas (PIFA) [3],
[4]. Slot antenna can also be operated as a quarter-wavelength
resonant structure, when a slot is cut at the edge of ground

plane [5]-[7]. Multiple resonant modes are achieved through
different slots of various geometric cuts onto the radiator and
ground plane [8]-[10]. In [11]-[13], antenna size is decreased
and its bandwidth is increased through employing capacitive
and
inductive
loading/de-loading
techniques.
Also
implementation of parallel combination of slot and PIFA on
handset antenna designs can be seen in [14], [15]. The third
group, monopole antennas are also operated as a quarterwavelength resonant structures [16], [17]. The planar
monopole has a capability to provide a wide impedance
bandwidth. There are several techniques which facilitate
multiband operation. In [18], by adding some branches and
introducing fractal patterns to the monopole design, multiple
resonant bands are achieved. Another interesting work is
implemented by a two branch monopole on a dielectric
loading to minimize the antenna size as shown in [19].
In this article, a planar multiband antenna is proposed for
mobile communication & ultra wideband applications. The
antenna performance is achieved by a planar monopole
antenna with multi-resonating elements. The multiband
antenna covers all popular cellular and internet
communication bands: LTE 750, GSM 850 (824-960 MHz),
GSM 900 (880-960 MHz), DCS (1710-1880 MHz), UMTS2110 (2110-2200 MHz), 2.4 GHz WLAN (2400-2480 MHz),
ISM/Bluetooth (2400-2480 MHz), WiMAX (2500-2690 MHz
& 3400-3600 MHz) and Ultra Wideband (3.1-10.6 GHz). This
design is fully planar, fairly compact, and utilizes low cost
Roger 4360 substrate material.
II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the proposed planar monopole
antenna, which is fabricated using a 0.305 mm thick, 48 mm
wide, and 119.6 mm high Rogers 4360 substrate having a
dielectric constant of 6.15. On the rear side of dielectric
substrate, a 47 × 102 mm ground plane resides. As depicted in
Figure 1(a), the antenna element is designed on the top frontal
portion of dielectric substrate covering an area of 43.1 × 13.5
mm which is conventionally referred to as the antenna area.
The proposed antenna can be classified into three major
resonant structures according to its inherent functionality: a
main radiator (a chopped circular radiator), a meander line
element, and a parasitic element (L-strip resonator). All these
elements are printed coplanar with the ground plane.
The geometry of the main radiator is illustrated in Figure 1(b).
It is composed of a semicircular shape with a radius of 29 mm.
Its left and right portion is chopped and a meander line is
introduced on the right side. The extended meander element is

1 mm thick with a dimension of 12 mm in width and 10 mm in
height. It consists of four turns with a total length of 48 mm.
Thus the main radiator with a meander line has an area of 13.5
× 43.1 mm. The radiator and microstrip feed line is printed on
the same side of the dielectric substrate. The feed line of 50 Ω
was realized, using standard design formulas [20]. The feed
line length, width and feed gap is 15 mm, 0.42 mm and 0.6
mm, respectively. The feed line is connected to an SMA
connector through a hole in the substrate and ground plane.

circular monopole antenna with meander line. Simulations
were carried out using version 12 of HFSS.
A. Preliminary Design of Main Radiator
The design of main radiator is comprised of a chopped circular
monopole, ultimately reducing the size of the antenna. The
dimension of the “Type I” is 45 mm wide and 13.5 mm in
height and it is depicted in Figure 2(a). In summary, the
chopping of the main radiator is done in a precise manner to
provide a good coupling with the ground which results in
producing a good impedance bandwidth.

Figure 2: Design configuration of different variant of proposed
antenna (a) Type 1, (b) Type 2, (c) Type 3 antennas

Apart from the design procedure, the simulation showed that
impedance bandwidth acquired from “Type I” encompasses
the whole UWB band, as well as some higher frequency bands
of WWAN. The simulated result of return loss in Figure 3
with dot line depicts a span from 2.3-11 GHz with VSWR less
than 2 which is quite good for a mobile phone antenna [25].

Figure 1: Configuration of proposed wideband planar monopole
antenna, (a) perspective view of entire structure, (b) Geometry and
dimensions of proposed antenna.

The parasitic structure lies in the top-left corner of the antenna
area and on the same side as the ground plane; it is comprised
of an L-strip of 1 mm in width and of 73.6 mm in length
which is directly fed from the ground plane.
III. ANTENNA DESIGN: CONCEPT & PROCEDURES
This paper is primarily concerned with the designing of a
miniaturized antenna that is capable to cover standard mobilephone communication bands as well as the UWB. This
requires integrating several communication bands in a single
antenna design while maintaining high efficiency. Throughout
literature, interesting multiband antennas for mobile
applications have been discussed [21], [22]. Several resonance
frequencies can be achieved, but through combination of more
than one resonating elements, to cover all of the bands. Recent
literature has also presented improved designs covering
multiple bands for mobile applications [23], [24].
It is essential that the aforementioned design approaches
should be taken in account for achieving an enhancement in
impedance bandwidth as well as reduction of antenna size of
the conventional monopole antenna. A novel design is
formulated here, through combination of L-strip and chopped

Figure 3: Comparison of simulated return loss for the type 1, 2, and 3
antennas.

B. Design of Parasitic Structure
The achieved wide frequency band from the “Type I” antenna
fails to cover all of the desired frequency bands; operating
bands such as LTE and GSM 850/900 MHz are missing. The
remaining lower frequency bands of WWAN are achieved
through inclusion of L-strip parasitic element in the antenna,
which is appended to the upper-left corner of the ground. The
modified antenna is termed as “Type II” antenna as shown in
Figure 2(b). The performance of the antenna is determined by
the geometrical parameter of L-strip i.e., its length. L-strip
enhancement technique is instrumental in attaining lower
frequency band [26]. It serves to modify the current
distribution on the radiator and the ground plane which

changes the input impedance and consequently results in
enhancing the impedance bandwidth. The following analytical
formula (1) is used to determine the optimal length of the
inverted L-strip structure for the desired resonating frequency
[27]:

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 4

c

�ℰ𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝐿𝑉 +𝐿𝐻 )

(1)

Where, 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 is resonating frequency, c is speed of light in
vacuum and ℰ𝑒𝑓𝑓 is effective dielectric constant. With the
length of the parasitic structure's vertical section 𝐿𝑉 fixed at
17.6 mm, the resonant mode excited through the parasitic
structure is controlled by varying the length of the horizontal
section 𝐿𝐻 . In our case we adjusted the length of the horizontal
section to 56 mm to achieve the required resonating mode at
800 MHz. An optimal behavior of L-strip for this modified
design, for achieving an impedance bandwidth in the lower
frequency mode, principally depends upon the coupling in
between the L-strip and main radiator structure. A spacing of 3
mm is defined between both resonating structures. This
modification in design further enables the coverage of LTE
750 MHz and GSM 850/900 MHz as illustrated in figure 3
with dashed line.
C. Final Design
Traversing through the “Type I” & “Type II” is carried out
through modifications in the basic design in a stepwise manner
to achieve the remaining desired operating bands. Still an
important band of DCS was required to be covered. Meander
line technique is used here as a potential solution to obtain this
band. This solution is introduced through addition of a
meander line on the right side of the main radiator. The length
of the meander line is formulated using (1). Introduction of
meander line enabled the antenna to cover the frequency band
of DCS (1710-1880 MHz).
IV. TOTAL RADIATION EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENT IN
REVERBERATION CHAMBER
The designed antenna is fabricated and measured for total
radiation efficiency in a reverberation chamber [29] – [30].
Reverberation chamber has been well accepted over-the air
(OTA) measurement tool for measuring both active and
passive devices and emulates rich isotropic multipath (RIMP)
environment. This environment is proposed as a reference
OTA test environment for measurement of wireless mobile
devices such as mobile phones working in a rich scattering
environment to emulate real-life fading i.e. Rayleigh fading
[31]. The fabricated antenna is designed for use in mobile
communication and therefore measurement in reverberation
chamber suited best for it. The measurement uncertainty in
reverberation chamber is well within the acceptable range of
±0.5 dB [32]. The measurements done in reverberation
chamber are repeatable therefore these measurements can be
easily repeated with same accuracy in the measured results.
The reverberation chamber is a metallic cavity which has
several stirrers to stir the energy. The device-under-test (DUT)
resides on a rotating platform stirrer and observes Rayleigh
fading environment during the measurement sequence.

The path-loss inside the reverberation chamber, cable losses,
and internal losses of the antenna are measured and calibrated
out. The path-loss inside the reverberation chamber is
measured with vector network analyzer using high efficiency
reference antenna present inside the chamber. This reference
antenna is wideband, dual-polarized, and has nearly isotropic
radiation pattern. After the reference measurement, the
antenna-under-test (AUT) is placed on the rotating platform
inside the reverberation chamber and observes the same
Rayleigh fading environment to measure its radiation
efficiency.
V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
As per the parameters mentioned in section II, an antenna
prototype is fabricated and measured. Figure 4 shows the
measured and simulated return loss for the fabricated antenna
prototype. The characteristics of the proposed antenna have
been simulated by using the full wave electromagnetic
simulation tool HFSS. Return loss of the proposed prototype is
measured using vector network analyzer.
Generally, a 6-dB return loss is acceptable for mobile phone
applications [25]. The measured result shows that the
proposed antenna achieves multiple wide frequency bands
within an acceptable return loss range. The result is mainly
divided into lower and higher frequency bands respectively.
The lower frequency band exhibits a resonance at 820 MHz
and has a bandwidth of 240 MHz (740-980 MHz) with a 3:1
VSWR; it mainly covers LTE 750 MHz and GSM 850/900
MHz operational bands. The upper band comprises of multiple
wide frequency bands, the first band achieves a bandwidth of
750 MHz (1200-1900 MHz) with a 3:1 VSWR. This band
mainly provides the operation of GPS & DCS. Simulation
result exhibits a lesser bandwidth than the measured results
excluding the GPS band. In addition to above achieved
operational bands; the measured results also covers an
additional band of UMTS-2110.

Figure 4: Simulated and measured return loss of the proposed
antenna.

The second band is an extremely wideband, having a span of
8.7 GHz (2.3-11 GHz) with a 2:1 VSWR. An exception of
approximately 300 MHz band (4.0-4.3 GHz) exists with a
2.5:1 VSWR. This band covers a wide range of wireless
communication standards i.e., Bluetooth, WLAN, WiMAX,
and UWB.

A small discrepancy in terms of frequency shift is observed
between the simulated and measured return loss of the
proposed antenna. These frequency shifts are attributed to the
manufacturing, tolerance errors, surface roughness, soldering,
and also due to the connector’s effect. This association of the
antenna on the PCB resulted in small shifts of resonances
without any noticeable degradation of their bandwidths. This
kind of behavior is also reported in [28].
The excited surface current distributions are observed at
different frequencies of interest. The radiating element of the
proposed antenna is excited at 820 MHz and 1820 MHz
respectively as presented in figure 5.

The Simulated radiation pattern of the proposed antenna is
illustrated in figure 7. Both 𝐸𝜃 and 𝐸𝜑 components are
observed in three planes i.e., x-y, x-z and y-z plane at 0.82
GHz and 6 GHz respectively. The radiation plot of the antenna
exhibits a nearly omnidirectional pattern.
VI. CONCLUSION
A compact planar monopole antenna for mobile phone
achieving a wide impedance bandwidth has been presented.
The antenna was initially designed as a chopped circular
monopole and subsequently modified in the design process,
firstly interfaced to couple with an L-strip parasitic resonant
element and later appended with meander line. Wide
impedance bandwidth is achieved by means of multiple
resonating elements interacting with each other to attain multiresonance bands. The proposed antenna design is relatively
compact in size while it covers a wide range of important
frequency bands i.e., LTE 750 MHz, GSM 850/900 MHz,
DCS, UMTS-2110, Bluetooth, WLAN, WiMAX & UWB
application. It exhibits nearly an omnidirectional radiation
pattern. Measured VSWR of the proposed antenna is less than
2 for the UWB while frequency band 3.1-10.6 GHz where it is
less than 3. The aforementioned attributes make it particularly
attractive for portable devices such as smart phones and PDAs

Figure 5: Simulated results of the surface current distribution on the
radiating patch at (a) 820 MHz (b) 1820 MHz.

At 820 MHz excitation, a larger surface current distribution is
observed for the longer path along the L-strip resonator
illustrated in figure 5(a). This implies that the L-strip is the
dominating radiating element of the proposed antenna at 820
MHz; more or less the L-strip operates as a quarterwavelength monopole structure. For the 1820 MHz operation,
majority of the surface current flows on the meander line
which is evident in figure 5(b), behaving as a quarterwavelength structure. In conclusion, the current distribution on
the antenna at lower frequency bands is largely at the L-strip
and meander line operating as a quarter-wavelength structure.
The fabricated prototype was mounted in reverberation
chamber in the Antenna Lab at Chalmers University of
Technology to measure total radiation efficiency. The
measured antenna efficiency of the prototype is plotted over
the frequency range of 0.5 to 8 GHz as depicted in figure 6.
The antenna efficiency in the lower and upper operating bands
is above -2.3 dB, rendering the designed antenna suitable for
practical applications.

Figure 6: Measured antenna total radiation efficiency.

Figure 7: Simulated radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at (a)
0.82 GHz, (b) 6 GHz.
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